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Reporting Structure 

● Submit reports to Council and not to the Exec meetings. 

● Need to submit more detailed reports. 

● Creating a working group to revise the report template. Any input is welcome prior to 

the meeting. 

Freshers’ Week & Volunteering 

● Helpful to look at the role of College Officers according to the constitution, specifically Article               
11. 

● If anyone can give a few hours to help out recruiting Class reps at the Freshers tent please email                   
the president. 

● Presented a petition to the Dean of Students Jason Last and it looks like we’ll get amnesty from                  
classes for the climate strike. Would be great to have the full support of the Union behind it. 

 

Class Rep Recruitment 

● Timetable created to lecture address for recruitment, it will be filled if everyone pitches in.               
Lecture addressing is for Weeks 2 and 3. 

● How can Class reps who are not physically in UCD be recruited? Will the election be valid if                  
people do not have access to running or voting? One possibility is to look at e-voting to make                  
sure everyone has access. 

● Can run as many by-elections as we want. Thinking of moving Class Rep elections to April at a                  
later date. 

● Moving Class Rep training to Dublin because it needs to be safe and for everyone, due to issues                  
with insurance and u18s. There is an expectation that Union reps will not be drinking.  

 

Upcoming Plans & Events 

Climate Strike+ 

● Looking at creating a forum to discuss major issues and campaigns like housing and 

climate. The staff-student climate forum exists already to coordinate and facilitate 

movements. 

● Can the SU create a wall of reusable water bottles in front of disposable water bottles? 

The main issue is that there are not enough water fountains on campus, some that exist 



 

are broken. The issue is brought up at almost every Green campus meeting but the SU 

could put more pressure on them. 

● Want to reduce SU branding at marches, the focus needs to be on the issue and not on                  

the presence of the Union. Need to be a platform for people to amplify their voices and                 

not the Unions. Important to know what they want and help provide this to them. What                

the Union says about events is important as well and it should not take away the voice                 

of the group. Bring this to Council for discussion. 

 

Mental Health 

● Important to work with students who do not feel the mental health services on campus is                
beneficial. Students who have had a negative experience should anonymously record the issue             
and provide the details to the SU so the information can be used to push for a change. The new                    
head of the counselling service wants student engagement and involvement. Additionally can            
use the issue of money spent by the University on flights to push for this money to be redirected                   
towards counselling services. 

● Students in crisis should go to Welfare Officer or another Sabbat and they can refer you to the                  
counselling service. Each counsellor has one emergency appointment per day. 

● Mental Health brought up as a major issue at the Social Sciences board meeting. They want to                 
set up a collaborative board between students and staff. 

● Want to set up a mental health lecture series for the Newman building for students to learn                 
more about resources and ways to cope. Linking in with mental health officer for setting this up. 

 

Other Upcoming Marches 

● Trans Healthcare Rally is this Sunday. Will link in with LGBTQ+ and Choice. We are looking at                 
getting guest speakers for a ‘North is Next’ discussion on Thursday beforehand. Anyone want to               
get involved in this contact Katie.  

 

 

 


